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Publicly-held Neusoft Corp., based in Shenyang, China, is China’s leading provider of IT-

enabled solutions and services for diverse industries. It ranks No. 3 on PwC’s Top 30 

Emerging Markets Companies list, and No. 81 on PwC’s Global 100 Software Leaders list in 

2016. 

 

 

PwC:  What are the advantages and disadvantages of starting a software company in an 

emerging market?  

 

Liu:  There are three main challenges: Customers have insufficient intellectual property 

awareness, and customers’ recognition of the value of software products and services is also 

insufficient. They have insufficient understanding of software technology, which makes the 

implementation of software more difficult. And, due to the quickly changing emerging market, 

the lifecycle of software is short and software companies will constantly face challenges to 

update their maintenance services. 

 

There are two main advantages to starting a software company in an emerging market: The 

software development cost is comparatively lower, which makes companies more competitive 

in the global market, and there are plenty of software engineers, including local software 

talents and overseas elites. 

 

The emerging market is changing and developing. Society and the economy need software 

companies to be transformed from purely technical companies to comprehensive companies 

with a view toward politics, economics, society and resource sharing. This is the biggest 

challenge in an emerging market. 

 

 

PwC:  As the software industry becomes more global, and developers can establish operations 

anywhere, how will the market change? Will it become more fragmented because of 

specialisation? 

 

Liu:  The software industry will become more specialised rather than fragmented. In the past, 

software companies transformed from products-focus to solution-focus. Now, software 

companies pay more attention to the ability to solve problems in a certain area. To be 

professional in one area, software companies need to have a global R&D team and global 

vision—known as the regional dispersion. For example, Neusoft has built a global R&D team 

to solve problems in the automotive industry, and its regional dispersion is to focus on 

research in the automotive field. 

 

 

PwC:  The PwC Global 100 Software Leaders list includes companies from a number of 

emerging markets. Are you familiar with these companies and do you see commonalities 

among them—Kaspersky Lab, TOTVS, ESET? 

 

Liu:  These companies have three things in common: they are all leading companies in their 

local software industry; they have global vision and cooperative ability; and they have passed 

the risk period of software companies. That is, they have all been operating for more than ten 

years. 

 

 



PwC:  To what extent are you, as an emerging market company, pursuing subscription or 

licensing? Do you see new companies in your market (geographic or marketplace) using the 

subscription model, not licensing? 

 

Liu:  Neusoft is gradually transforming from a simple subscription and licensing model to 

one that ties the products to a product cycle, starting to link its licensing revenue to the 

quantity of sales and charges customers based on the sales volume. For example, the company 

began to link its healthcare software income to the healthcare trading volume and charges 

customers for use; some of the medical software of Neusoft is provided to hospitals for free 

but links it to the hospital cost control, namely the company charges hospitals for the 

management or use of the services provided by medical cost control software. The net profit of 

Neusoft has increased over 30% in 2015, mainly because of the above model. 

 

 

PwC:  What percentage of your revenue comes from China versus outside your borders? Is 

your longer-term view different? How do global exchange rates affect the software industry? 

 

Liu:  About 30% of Neusoft income comes from overseas and 70% from China. In the next ten 

years, China will still be the main market. The global market will also have good opportunities 

in certain industries, such as automotive. Over the past few years, exchange rate changes had 

a great impact on our income. Now, Neusoft uses many kinds of currencies to collect fees, 

such as US dollars, Japanese Yen and Chinese Yuan. Our finance department will also 

purchase some futures based on the changes in exchange rates to control the exchange rate 

impact. 

 

 

PwC:  The fact that many long-time companies have made big commitments to cloud 

computing means that it’s clearly a viable option. But before this acceptance there were 

questions about cost, reliability and security. Of those three, what provided the biggest 

motivation for moving to the cloud? Have those concerns been completely addressed?  

 

Liu:  The reliability of information technology and security issues always existed. There is 

little difference between private and public cloud on reliability and security. Customers can 

choose anyone according to their own preference. Cloud computing will be popularised with 

growing customers’ recognition of information technology. 

 

 

PwC:  So what do you see as the biggest challenge to emerging-market companies?  

 

Liu: The emerging market is changing and developing, with social patterns and business 

patterns continuing to break tradition. To be successful, a software company needs to 

transform itself from a purely technical company to one with a comprehensive view regarding 

its political, economic, social and resource issues. 

 

 

 


